Governments across the globe have begun evolving from lumbering bureaucracies into smaller, more agile special jurisdictions – common-interest developments, special economic zones, and proprietary cites. Private providers increasingly deliver services that political authorities formerly monopolized, inspiring greater competition and efficiency, to the satisfaction of citizens-qua-consumers. These trends suggest that new networks of special jurisdictions will soon surpass nation states in the same way that networked computers replaced mainframes. In this groundbreaking work, Tom W. Bell describes the quiet revolution transforming governments from the bottom up, from the inside out, worldwide, and how it will bring more freedom, peace, and prosperity to people everywhere.
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Suppose you want to move to another part of the country. Will you choose a traditional municipality, where political institutions provide governing services, or a private community, like a homeowners association? Or suppose you want to move to another country entirely. Now you might face a choice between a constitutional republic, parliamentary democracy, or whatever form of government seems better than the corrupt mess you want to flee.

People choose between governments every time they choose to live in a new city, state, or country. You might already have made such a choice yourself. Even if not, you still probably enjoy freedom to move but choose to stay put.

So while it may not feel much like shopping for groceries, you already enjoy a large degree of choice between governing services. And as the comparison suggests, the larger your degree of choice, the better choices you get. Competitive markets deliver the goods reliably and cheaply; political institutions – not so much. Different outcomes, same rule: When suppliers compete, consumers win.

The market for governing services, never very efficient or flexible, has begun to enter a period of rapid change. Nation states, legacy monopolists that long dominated the field, now face competition from private cities, self-legislating special economic zones, and other agile new institutions. This quiet revolution, working from the inside out, stands to transform government from the province of lumbering behemoths to a network of consent-rich communities. Not another nation state; a stateless association.

So, what kind of government will you choose?
You will probably choose a good one. People like you – thoughtful people; civilized people – reject governments that pursue war, oppression, or pillage. Like other decent folk, you want better than that. You want your next government to nurture peace, cultivate prosperity, and protect freedom, right? Beyond that, though, the specifications probably start getting fuzzy.

Consider this book your friendly guide to the changes ahead. It will help you understand the transformation already sweeping through nation states across the globe and prepare you to exercise your growing power of choice wisely. Take it in hand, dear reader, and . . .

make your next government your best government.
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